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The Context in 2017-2018

• Copyright Board review
• Access Copyright v. York case
• Copibec v. Laval case
• Recent Copyright Board decisions
• Provincial K-12 v. Access Copyright case 
• Legislated review of the Act
• CPTPP and NAFTA



Hitting the Right Note

• How do we go about drafting and 
delivering strong positions re: fair dealing?  

• How to speak about other areas of 
copyright without under-defending fair 
dealing? 

• What should CARL say on Indigenous 
knowledge? 



CARL’s Philosophy of Advocacy

• Clear positions
• Solid evidence, clearly presented
• Strategic choices re: priorities, emphases
• Many voices, with appropriate alignment
• Reasonable, responsible, respectful



The Author-Publisher-Collective Lobby

How to challenge the substantive efforts 
from a well-funded creator lobby?
• PWC report - ‘$30 million...’
• Show-and-tell course pack
• ‘Systemic copying…’ and ‘Whole works’
• ‘Robbery...’  ‘Creators are being shafted…’
• ‘Writers have stopped writing…’  
• ‘As the York decision shows...’
• “I value Canadian stories” social media campaign



CARL Activities – Overview

• Input regarding Copyright Board
• Application for intervenor status in York 

case appeal
• Social media efforts
• Collaborating/aligning with others
• Hill meetings
• INDU appearance, follow-ups and brief



Working with Howard

This is Howard Knopf.



Copyright Board

• June 26, 2017 - Objection to the Access 
Copyright Proposed Tariff, 2018-2020

• October 4, 2017 -  Submission to the 
Consultation on Options for Reform of the 
Copyright Board of Canada

• April 27, 2018 - Board Reform consultation 
meeting - called by Ministers’ offices and 
led by ISED & PCH officials 

http://www.carl-abrc.ca/news/objection-to-ac-proposed-tariff-2018-2020/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/news/objection-to-ac-proposed-tariff-2018-2020/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/news/carls-submission-consultation-options-reform-copyright-board-canada/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/news/carls-submission-consultation-options-reform-copyright-board-canada/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/news/carls-submission-consultation-options-reform-copyright-board-canada/


AC v York: CARL Application to Intervene  

• CARL Policy Committee and CARL Board 
approved hiring legal counsel to support taking 
action - November 2017. 

• Affidavit developed collaboratively by Howard 
Knopf, Victoria Owen, Ariel Katz and CARL; 

• Affidavit sworn by Victoria Owen  



AC v York: CARL Application to Intervene

Main Argument

1. The court erred in its determination that an 
approved tariff is mandatory on users 

2. The court should not have dealt with the issue of 
infringement and fair dealing as this case was not 
an infringement case

3. The “impact of these errors” upsets “the delicate 
balance between the rights of owners and users 
of copyrighted works,” and has a “particularly 
harmful effect on libraries, their patrons, on 
scholars, students, and research in Canada” 



AC v York: CARL Application to Intervene

Outcome

• Post-submission activities: 
– March 9 - Application documents submitted 
– March 26 - Access Copyright issued a response 

opposing the CARL motion
– April 3 - CARL replied on April 3rd
– April 20 - CARL motion rejected by the Court  
– May 15 - CARL submitted motion for 

reconsideration 

• Outcome: Important to have tried: raised 
the profile of the mandatory tariff issue



Key Messages and Communication 
Strategies

• Statement on Fair Dealing and Copyright in 
Universities (Sept. 2016)

• Fair Dealing Myths and Facts (Sept. 2017)
• New listserv for copyright specialists at CARL 

institutions
• Task groups: 

– The Fair Dealing in
Canada website

– “Review prep” group
• Active Social Media 

 presence
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Social Media
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Collaboration and Communication with 
Other Groups (PSE Allies)



Interactions with MPs & Policy Makers

• Pre-review launch - “CARL Hill Morning” - November 9
– Presentation to CARL directors by David Lametti

– Seven teams of directors representing different areas of 
Canada had 2+ meetings each with their MPs, INDU 
members, and/or key ministerial officials

• After review launch - Two sets of meetings on the Hill 
(Feb 12, March 1)
– INDU Committee Members: Dan Ruimy, Brian Masse, Matt 

Jeneroux

– Others: Pierre Nantel, Peter Van Loan, Sean Casey, Arthur 
Lam  

• 3rd set of individual meetings pending (June 11)



CARL Hill Morning (Nov. 2017)

First Meeting (Oct 2016 - Dan 
Ruimy is now INDU chair)

Team Pan-Canada 2

Team Quebec and National Capital 
Region



Meetings on the Hill 



Appearance at INDU Hearings and 
Follow-Ups

Appeared April 24, 2018 

Others from library and PSE 
community appeared (April 17, 
26, and week of May 7) 

Several questions posed to CARL 
for follow up 

• Library expenditures on 
Canadian resources

• Fair use/dealing international 
comparisons

• Big 5 publishers



Next Steps for CARL 

• Submit responses to specific questions

• Possibility of more meetings on June 11

• The CARL Brief – main points:
– Retain educational fair dealing 
– Retain the current copyright term
– Protect copyright exceptions from contract override
– Allow circumvention of technical protection measures for 

non-infringing purposes
– Revisit Crown copyright
– Recognize traditional knowledge
– Retain reasonable statutory damages for non-commercial 

infringement 
– Oppose the concept of a “mandatory” tariff





Responding to INDU questions about 
spending on content – “Where’s the money going?”

This is Michael Geist.
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So… how are we doing, thus far? 



We look forward to your feedback 
or questions on our work so far.  

What are your suggestions 
for continued advocacy?



For those in our community who are 
thinking of submitting a brief, should there 
be any concerted effort around coherence, 

covering-of-all-topics, de-duplication (or 
purposeful amplification of message?)? 



Thank you!



Issues from the Hearings

• Do we really want text and data mining 
explicitly addressed in the Act? What about 
AI/machine learning?

• Are there any issues related to blockchain 
that we need to think about? Should we 
address this when we talk about TPM

• Is there anything we need to understand or 
say about User-Generated Content?

• Should we say something about web 
archiving?



Some Specific Proposals Have Been Raised

• Crown Copyright for case-law and 
legislation

• Layers of Indigenous knowledge (or a new 
shared right for indigenous communities) 
- Halifax 

• Areas in the Act to tidy up (ILL, distance 
learning, commercial availability)

• Contract override 


